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Radioactivity Monitoring at border stations requires detection systems that are reliably
operating under special conditions such as

different types and shapes of vehicles

. different velocities

• stop and go traffic

ESM has developed a solution that achieves under all such conditions the lowest possible
detection limit and avoids false alarms generated by naturally occurring radioactive material
(NORM).

NBR (Natural Background Reduction) data evaluation

One of the main reasons for the success of the ESM gate monitors is the unique and
proprietary NBR-technology of instantaneous discrimination of artificial and natural gamma
radiation using large area plastic scintillators.

Thus the FHT 1388 gate monitors show 2 unique features:

• Possible setting of different alarm levels for NORM and artificial gamma sources.

Self adjusting compensation of the background shielding of the truck in respect to the
detection of artificial sources

Both properties are a preposition for the highly sensitive detection of artificial gamma
sources. While at scrap yards and steel mills usually all radioactivity (including NORM) must
be detected, the main object of interest in respect to the measuring task at border stations,
airports or harbours is clearly the detection of even very small signals of artificial
radioactivity. The reliable rejection of the influence of natural radioactivity is of special
importance in the case of detection of illicit trafficking, since construction material, fertilisers
or soil often lead to much higher detector signals than the alarming levels for dangerous
sources of interest.

Beside the varying content of natural radioactivity in the load of a truck, different loads and
trucks show different influence on the reduction of the ambient radiation due to the passing
vehicle. Thus software approaches assuming a specific reduction of the background countrate
(regarding relative magnitude and shape) must fail when trucks of different shape and load
pass through the gate. This is especially relevant for trucks with attached trailer, since the
increase of background radiation between truck and trailer shows a very similar behaviour as
a hidden radioactive source. In respect to the detection of artificial radiation, the NBR-
technique allows a clear discrimination between these two scenarios, since the reduction of
the natural background radiation does not alter the energy distribution which is in clear
difference to the influence of any artificial radioactivity in the truck load.
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The German customs have applied this technology to their detection systems installed at
Hamburg because the original false alarm rate was absolutely unaccepted. Since installation
of a system with NBR the station is operating nearly false alarms free with even better
sensitivity that before.

Evidence for the necessity of rejection of alarms caused by natural background material is
also described by IAEA in [2]. IAEA have carried out excessive field tests at the
Hungarian/Austrian border and found that even at very high alarm rates (~ 2 x background) an
unacceptable rate of false alarms has occurred which have mainly been caused by
transportation of naturally occurring radioactive material.

The main and unique feature of the NBR technique is that a clear alarm can be generated well
below the background level of the total count rate without any assumptions concerning the
shape and shielding of the vehicle (and the load!).

Self adaption algorithms for different vehicle velocities, unknown source locations
and variable ambient background radiation

The problem of optimising the measuring time which is dependant on an unknown angular
velocity of the contamination / source (as described in [1]) has lead to the development of a
self adapting evaluation algorithm. Due to the proprietary Advanced Digital Filter (ADF), no
special adaptation is required for different distances and/or speed parameters of the source!

A self adaptation to the ambient background during the measurement is performed in respect
to a symmetry consideration of opposite detectors for all radioactivity and in respect to the
energy distribution (NBR analysis) for artificial radiation.

While no vehicle is present between the detectors, the background is updated with a ratemeter
algorithm with adjustable time constant.
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